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Bookstore to maintain independence
Frances Dinger
University committee and outside consultant
recommend against outsourcing
News Editor
After almost eight months of
deliberation, the university told
The Spectator Tuesday that Seattle
University's bookstore advisory
committee is recommending the
bookstore remain self-operated.
"I believe we have a bookstore
that is very strong and well posi-
tioned to offer a truly premier expe-
rience to the campus community,"
said Ron Smith, vice president for
Finance and Business Affairs.
The bookstore advisory board
has been discussing whether or
not to outsource the bookstore
since summer 2009, bringing an
outside consultant to campus dur-
ing fall quarter.
The university first announced
that it was considering outsourc-
ing spring quarter 2009. The an-
nouncement sparked outrage from
faculty and students, some ofwhom
created a Facebook group against
outsourcing which has since gained
more than 300 members.
The university decided to form
the bookstore advisory committee
after receiving the objections from
the community. Critics of the pro-
posal were concerned that, with a
company like Barns & Noble run-
ning the bookstore, prices would
rise, existing staffmight be replaced







Fouls, bad shooting stall Redhawks
Online Editor
After all the hype on campus and in the
media, the Redhawks weren't up to the chal-
lenge in any aspect on Tuesday. The men's
basketball teamwas obliterated 123-76 in its
cross-town rivalry game with the University
of Washington Huskies, the worst loss of
the season by far.
The game started out horribly for Seattle
U; none of the players were able to make
any shots, and the Huskies had 18 before
the Redhawks were able to get any points
on the board. UW dominated the entire
first half, putting up a staggering 61 points
to the Redhawks' 20.
UW forward Quincy Pondexter went
into the locker room at halftime having
scored morepoints than the entire Redhawk
team. He ended the game leading the
Huskies with 27 points and 11 rebounds.
"We pulled out everything we had in the
bag and couldn't get a shot up," head coach
Cameron Dollar said. "You just gotta give
them credit. I mean they came out, they
punched and they did their job."
The Huskies dominated on both sides
of the ball. The Redhawks strue?led on
defense, allowing Husky play-
ers to score on almost every
possession in the first half, as





















As part of an effort to close
Washington's $2.6 billion budget
gap, Gov. Chris Gregoire proposed
a suspension of the state work study
program this month, drawing con-
cern and opposition from students
and faculty statewide.
The suggestion came as part
Gregoire's second 2010 budget
proposal and would suspend the
work study program for one year.
Approximately 9,400 Washington
students are currently employed in
work study positions, which ac-
counts for $23.5 million dollars of
the state budget.
During the 2008-2009 aca-
demic year, 392 students at Seattle
University were enrolled in the pro-
gram and the university received
more than $1.4 million in state
work study funds. According to
Student Financial Services director
Janet Cantelon, most state funds
are matched by private employ-
ers, bringing the total income for
Seattle U students to more than $2
million a year in need-
based wages.
Nearly 67 percent of
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Friends of the Orphans
Katie Hultquist describes
her baptism by fire
Editor-in-Chief
Katie Hultquist's first weeks on
the job were rougher than one might
expect.
TheSeattle University alumna had
just become Northwest regional di-
rector of Friends of the Orphans—a
nonprofit with orphanages, hospitals
and schools scattered throughout nine
countries —when the devastating 7.0
magnitude earthquake struck Haiti.
Friends of the Orphans operates
an orphanage, free pediatric hospital,
street services and other social ser-
vices in Haiti. After the quake, the
organizations Fr. Wasson Center in
Petion-Ville, Haiti was completely
demolished.
Molly Hightower, a 22-year-old
volunteer with the organization
from Port Orchard, Wash., was
found dead in the rubble a few days
later. So was Ryan Kloos, a 24-year-
old brother of a Friends of the
Orphans volunreer.
And suddenly, an organization
committed to raising orphaned chil-
drenwas operating a disaster relief ef-
fort that was quickly overwhelmed.
"It was likea baptism by fire," said
Hultquist, who received her master's
degree in nonprofit leadership from
Seattle U in 2002.
But as news spread of the disas-
ter in Haiti, Hultquist's office in
Bellevue has become an epicenter
of donations and renewed interest
in Haiti.
In the Northwest, Friends of
the Orphans has received at least
$100,000 in donations since the
earthquake. Nationwide, donations
exceed $600,000.
Traffic on the organization's Web
site jumped threeand half times that
ofits previous record.
Of the Northwest dona-
tions," $36,000 has been given in
Hightower s memory. The University
of Portland graduate was known by
many in theregion, including Seattle
University students.
Hightower's family has shifted to
raising awareness about Haiti and
Friends of the Orphans.
"Every time I talk to Mollys dad,
he says 'It's all about the kids, it's all
about the kids,'" Hultquist said.
That focus on die children is mir-
rored by JoeCotton, a pastoral stud-
ies graduatestudent at Seattle Uwho
was a board chair for Friends of the
Orphans.
Cotton said he was devastated by
the news of die earthquake.
"I immediately thought about the
kids," he said.
After earning his undergradu-
ate degree from Seattle U's Matteo
Ricci College, Cotton saw a perfor-
mance by a dance group of children
from Friends of the Orphans. He
was hooked.
Soon hewas sponsoring a 14-year-
old boy in Nicaragua through Friends
of the Orphans. He paid die boy—
now his godson—a visit and prom-
ised he would come back and also
learn Spanish.
"I got back to die U.S. and real-
ized I made two enormous promises
to an orphan child in a third-world
country," Cotton joked.
He took three mondis leave from
work and volunteered with Friends
of Orphans, just like Hightower.
Once a volunteer or an orphan
within the organization, you're a
member of the worldwide Friends
of the Orphans family,, Hultquist
and Cotton explained.
Children in die organizations or-
phanages never go up for adoption
like children do in the U.S. Instead
they are schooled and brought up,
and when they're old enough, the or-
phans are expected to give one year
of service back. The organization is
still searching for alumni of the or-
phanages and the volunteerprograms
in Haiti.
In theDominican Republic, chil-
dren inFriends' orphanages are pack-
ing up supplies to send to Haiti. In the
Northwest, benefits in Hightower's
name are being organized and do-
nations continue to pour in from
friends, family and strangers.
"They know it's what Molly
would've wanted," Hultquist said.
"Even those of us who didn't know
her feel like we've met her now."
Joshua may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
Braden VanDragt | The Spectator
Alumni Joe Cotton and Katie Hultquist work with Friends of the Or-
phans to give children in Third World countries a home.
2thespectator su-spectator.com/news
Uaiai tn halna Sponsor a child in one ofnUW IU llClfJ. Friends of the Oprhans'
homes for as little as $30 per
To make a donationto month. For more information
Friends of the Orphans visit visit friendsoftheorphans.org or
friendsoftheorphans.org contact the sponsorship managerCall 425-646-3935 at 206-646-3935 or luseche®
Mai! to friendsus.org.
1800 112th Avenue N.E.
Suite 309-E Help Molly Hightower's family
Bellevue, WA 98004 send shoes to the orphans.
Shoes (new, old, single and pairs)
To volunteer can be sent here:
Contact volunteer coordinator Shoes for the orphans
Megan Goodwin at mgoodwin@ Service Steel Aerospace
friendsus.org or 425-646-3935 g39 East F Street Tacoma, WA
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comments to the ad-
visory committee in
December, stating that
the bookstore is doing a
good job in providing a moderate to
high level of customer satisfaction
and an annual fiscal contribution to
the university. The report also stated
the store's used book sales are "above
the industry average."
Currently, all bookstore profit
returns to the university, provid-
ing funds for miscellaneous aid as
well as the bookstore's work-study
program. The Seattle U Bookstore
makes $500,000 to $600,000 a year
for the university and contributes
$400,000 of in kind services like
discounts and scholarships.
After viewing the report,
the committee suggested areas
for improvement.
Some of the recommendations
include a partnership withAthletics
to identify a team sports product
line, creating an enhanced bookstore
governance structure and a part-
nership with Facilities to develop a
short-term plan in order to improve
the existing bookstore space.
The board also suggested creat-
ing an Academic Advisory Council
comprised of faculty and students,
which would evaluate textbook
availability and selection pro-
cesses along with other academic
support needs.
Seattle U is only one of eight
out of 28 American Jesuit uni-
versities that does not outsource
its bookstore.
"We're very excited about the de-
cision," said Bob Spencer, bookstore
manager. "The staff is energized."
According to Spencer, the book-
store expects to see visible improve-
ments and changes in the next year.
One such change could include add-
ing a Nike concept store. Spencer
said it is not the bookstore's job to
reconcile Nike's sweatshop concerns,
but the job of the university's anti-
sweatshop committee.
"We have a lot more leverage
with these companies such as Nike
and Russell when we are able to
work with them as partners," said
Spencer, who sits on die committee.
"They need to hear our voice when
it comes to sweatshop concerns."
The last review of die bookstore
was in 1999, before the bookstore
had become profitable. The uni-
versity intends to review bookstore
practices again in three years and
then continue reviews every five
years after that.





Braden VanDragt | The Spectator filephoto
Psychology professor Steen Hailing opposed bookstore outsourcing.







— January 2010: Advisory committee recommends against
outsourcing after 8 months ofdeliberations.Administrationplans
to re-review bookstore practices in three years.
IS believe we have a bookstore that is verystrong and well positioned to offer a truly pre-
mier experience to the campus community.
-Ron Smith, vice president for Finance and Business Affairs.
— December 2009 l Bookstore counterproposal is denied.
Noel Levitz consultants are brought in to advise on the outsourcing
issue. Final decision pushed back to January. Fall bookstore sales
down 46 percent from previous year.
Retail is just awful right now.
-Bob Spencer, bookstore
— October 2009; Counterproposal; a 22,000 square foot
bookstore building at 12th and Cherry Street. Student Facebook
group opposing outsourcing reaches 300 members.
— September 2009; University hires independentconsul-
tants to advise on the bookstore situation. Final decision pushed
back to November.
We need to be aware that it would prob-
ably come with higher prices. They're here
to make a profit. They're not just giving that
money away—they're going to make it up
sometime, somewhere.
-Ron Smith
— July 2009; Opposition from students and faculty post-
pones outsourcing decision. The Bookstore Advisory Committee
is created.
|i | J wouldn't have that extra income to help
cover what scholarships and loans don't. So
far, no one has really sat us [SU Bookstore
employees] down and talked about what out-
sourcing would mean.
-Mario Mata, bookstore employee
'—" May 2009; The administration announces its consideration
to outsource the university bookstore. "Seattle University is com-
mitted to providing our students, faculty and staff with a book-
store that offers the highest quality service, instructional materials
and merchandise at competitiveand affordable prices," wroteRon
Smith, vice president for finance and business affairs, in an e-mail
to faculty and staff. "To best serve ourcommunity, we are reviewing
our current business model to determine the extent to which we
_J deliver on this commitment in the most cost effective manner."
Atarreo Ricci Collbsg
and





Rev. James B. Reichmann, S.J.
oil the occasion of the third annual
Faith and the Great Ideas Guest Lecture
De Magistro:
What Makes the Teacher
a Teacher?





Public Reception to Follow
recipients come from
families who earn less
than half of the me-
dian family income in
Washington state, roughly $39,000
annually for a family of four.
The current proposal restored
many cuts included in the governor's
previous forecasts. Gregoire plans to
generate about $100 million in addi-
tional funds by closing tax loopholes
and anadditional $500 millionfrom
the federal government.
In a letter to the state legislature
Jan. 12, Gregoire referred to her first
proposal in December, which pro-
posed greater concessions from need-
based aid. She referred to the pro-
posal as "not a budget I can live with
nor is it one I believeWashingtonians
can live with."
The first proposal would have
cut more than $146 million from
the State Need Grant, which goes
to students from families earn-
ing 70 percent or less than the
median income.
According to Jeffrey Powell, as-
sistant director ofStudent Financial
Assistance for the Washington
Higher Education Coordinating
Board (HECB), the cuts would
have deep and long-lasting effects for
students, institutions and the state
in general.
Concerned students across the
state have begun organizing to
change the proposal, both by con-




are organizing to lobby in Olympia
and encouraging students to contact
individual legislators.
"This issue is so personal [...]
and people have compelling stories,"
said Sarah Reyneveld, vice president
of the Graduate and Professional
Student Senate at the University
ofWashington.
Reyneveld is working to or-
ganize a lobbying day on which
students would visit the capitol to
testify and share their opposition to
the proposal.
The cuts would be particularly
difficult for graduate students, Powell
added, as work study is the onlyform
ofneed-based financial aid offered to
Washington's graduate and profes-
sional students by the state.
"I think it's going to be devastat-
ing ifit goes through," said Kathleen
Koch, assistant dean fot Student
Financial Services at the School of
Law. "It's going to be a ripple effect
of unknown proportions."
The HECB believes that a year-
long suspension of work study
would likely result in higher drop-
out rates, increased loan debt
and lower participation from
private employers.
While the board hopes to see no
cuts to the program, it would prefer
a reduction in funding rather than
a full suspension. This, Powell said,
would avoid jeopardizing the pro-
gram's future by not breaking ties
with employers or allowing financial
aid offices to shrink in the interim.
For many lawmakers in Olympia,
a suspension of student work study
is the only option available for
the state.
"Nobody wants to see cuts in
financial aid," said Leslie Goldstein,
executive policy advisor for Gregoire.
"It's just a question ofwhat you do
and how you balance [the budget],"
Goldstein added that the gov-
ernor hopes to reach a consensus
with legislators in order to pass a
reformed budget by the end of this
legislative session.
"There's an effort to work biparti-
sanly and across the aisle," Goldstein
said. "She [Gov. Gregoire] works with
the legislature to createa budget that
they can pass and she can sign."
The state legislature's 60-day
regular session ends March 11, at
which time they are required to pass
a revised budget.
Seamus can be reached at
smckeon@su-spectator.com
It's just a question





Clara Ganey | The Spectator
Recycling Assistant Andrew Goodreau was one of the many students
on campus who did not recieve an annual raise due to budget cuts.
Seattle's queer
youth demand




Queer youth in Seattle are
asking for a space to call their
own while trying to define what
that space could be.
"The reason why we started
Queer Youth Space was to ask
the question to our community,
'What is queer youth space?
And do we need it,", said Kyle
Rapinan, founder of the group
We Need Queer Youth Space.
"But space could be a variety
of things."
For the past three months,
Rapinan, sophomore political
science major at University of
Washington, has been organiz-
ing for the campaign. Bright
pink posters and stickers have
appeared across Capitol Hill
proclaiming, "We Need Queer
Youth Space." The campaign's
Facebook group has gained more
than 1,000 members.
Carmen Rivera, junior crimi-
nal justice major and President
of the Seattle UniversityTriangle
Club, recently joined Rapinan on
the campaign.
"I feel like it's so incredibly
important to find other queer
youth and other friends of the
LGBT community, especially
when you are coming out,"
she said.
The Triangle Club on campus
has weekly meetings where they
discuss being members of the
queer community. For Seattle
U students, they organize re-
treats, an annual drag show and
"Guess a Straight," an event fo-
cused on breaking down stereo-
types based on sexuality. They
also participate in public dem-
onstrations, such as Seattle Out
and Proud, Pride Parade and the
Equality March.
"I don't think I could have
dealt, at all, with what was hap-
pening with me unless I had my
friends that I had found here
at Seattle U," Rivera said. "You
need a strong support system, re-
gardless of if you're gay, straight
or an ally."
Though numerous organiza-
tions like Lifelong AIDS Alliance
and Kaladi Brothers already ca-
ter to the LGBT community
in Seattle, none of them target
queer youth as their primary
audience. Lifelong hosts work-
shops. Neighbors, a queer night-
club, hosts ail-ages nights. Kaladi
Brothers Coffee offers a casual,
but safe space, to spend time. But
the youth lack a space and events
oftheir own.
Rapinan has also begun net-
working with adults in the com-
munity who serve as allies in their
campaign against ageism. While
working with the Safe School
Coalitions, he contacted Sid
Peterson and Megan Kennedy
who co-directed "Put This On
the Map," a documentary about
gender and sexuality. The two
have offered their support to the
Queer Youth Space campaign by
informing others, whetheradults
or youth, and offering resources
and relationships they have ac-
cess to.
"I think the We Need Queer
Youth Space campaign has been
thinking about space very ex-
pansively," Peterson said. "It
might mean space at a fund
raiser, to be able to attend and
be present, to be considered a
stakeholder, especially within
the established LGBTQ com-
munity. Not necessarily only
physical space."
Kennedy also offered her take
on the idea ofwhat queer youth
space might mean.
"It's a statement that queer
youth exist in our schools, in
our communities and they're
going to take up that space," she
said. "And a queer youth space
would be saying they're nolonger
willing to be invisible or pushed
under the rug."
Seattle Central Community
College will be hosting an open
discussion called Mutiny Feb. 20
to address die issue. From there,
the Queer Youth Space campaign
hopes to begin hiring queer youth
to create a space, whedier it is a
coffee shop, a nightclub or sim-
ply by making their voices heard.
In addition, hiring queer youth
will give them job skills and net-
working opportunities.
"If any Seattle U students
want to get involved, now is
the perfect time," Rapinan
said. "I feel like this is the
tipping point."
Jennifer may be reached at
jwilliams@su-spectator.com
You need a strong
support system,
whether you're gay,
straight or an ally.
Carmen Rivera
Junior
If any Seattle U
students want to
get involved, now is
the perfect time.
Kyle Rapinan
We Need QueerYouth Space
Gregoire restores funds to state
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Two on-campus service groups
have been denied permission by
the university to travel to Haiti
following the earthquake.
The two groups were slated to
visit the country in the spring. The
first, a group from the College
of Science and Engineering, the
Bannan Scholars, had planned
to visit the Louverture Cleary
School on the outskirts of Port-
Au-Prince.
Louverture Cleary is a Catholic
boarding school that provides educa-
tion for childrenwhose families can't
afford it (in Haiti, public schools are
not free). The school historically
has been extremely successful; 96
percent of students pass the Haiti
national exam versus the country-
wide average of 32 percent.
The Bannan Scholars were set
to work alongside the Haitian
Project, the organization thatruns
the school, to teach students ba-
sic science and math skills. They
planned on supplying the school
with basic lab materials like mi-
croscopes and telescopes and do-
nating unused equipment from the
Bannan building.
Derek Rogalsky, senior bio-
chemistry major, led the planning
process for the trip.
"The two principles that
Bannan Scholars are supposed to
exemplify are academic excellence
and community service," Rogalsky
said. "Since science and engineer-
ing students don'tget to go outand
do community service as much as
others, I felt like this would be a
great example."
Rogalsky had visited the school
before on his own in 2008, when
he helped plant rooftop gardens
for students.
"The gardens were meant
to provide students with food
to bring home over the week-
end, so that not only they could
eat but their families as well,"
Rogalsky said.
On weekends, students re-
turned home from Louverture
Cleary and usually didn't eat.
Students were fed throughout
the week at school and were also
sent home with additional food.
Their families saved on money
and resources.
Rogalsky's previous relation-
ship with Louverture Cleary
led him to organize much of
the trip that would have left
next month.
The second mission trip was
to be led by nursing professor
Martha Goedert, who earned an
Endowed Mission Fund grant
from a program run by Fr. Peter
Ely, S.J., vice president ofMission
and Ministry.
Goedert's proposal was to take
a faculty-staff immersion along
with a group of nursing stu-
dents to Haiti to provide health
care outreach.
April Rodriguez, a Seattle U
graduate nursing student, hoped
to use the trip to help write a sim-
ple medical manual that could be
used to treat and care for children
at a Haitian orphanage in therural
i village of Hinche.
"After the recent devastation
that Haiti received from the earth-
quake," Rodriguez said, "there is
an even greater need for trained
medical personnel in rural villages
in Haiti such as Hinche."
The U.S. State Department is-
I sued a travel warning before the
earthquake due to the country's
high crime rate. Both the nurses
and the Bannan Scholars had to
appeal to the provost for permis-
sion to enact theirprograms as per
Seattle University policy.
"They had really planned out
the whole thing and presented
us with convincing reasons why
i they should be allowed to go,"
said Robin Craggs, director of
Education Abroad.
The provost granted both
J groups permission, but soon after
the devastating 7.0 earthquake
struck, the cases were called in for
re-evaluation.
"Both groups had really great
cases," said Craggs, who sat on.
the panel that heard the groups'
appeals. "The whole landscape of
the situation changed when the
earthquake happened."
On Jan. 14, two days after
the quake, the State Department
issued a new travel warning
asking anyone not extensively
trained and affiliated with an ap-
proved aid group to avoid travel
in Haiti.
According to reports from the
State Department, there is ex-
tensive risk for malaria to travel-
ers, extremely low security and
clogged up airports. These new
factors forced the provost to re-
voke permission for the two on-
campus groups.
"With the current situation, it
wasn't practical to send these stu-
dents over there," Craggs said.
The question ofhow much help
the students could have really pro-
vided after the quake was preva-
lent. It would have cost thousands
of dollars to send them, accord-
ing to Craggs. "Someone brought
up the point that so much good
could be done giving that money
to people suffering right now,"
Craggs said.
Disappointed but still hopeful,
Rogalsky is pushing for a re-evalu-
ation in February.
He is preparing a new pro-
posal to the Provost, asking
him to review the conditions in
Haiti by Feb. 12 and reconsider
his decision.
"A lot of walls in Louverture
Cleary fell, so we'd focus a lot on
helping with that situation since
we have educated engineers in the
group," Rogalsky said.
Any future trips would focus
more on rebuilding than they
had before.
In the meantime, the groups
will be tabling around campus
and at basketball games to collect
donations for Haitian aid.
"We just want to respond to
what they need," Rogalsky said,
"Whatever that may be."




are pushing for a
re-evaluation.
There is an even
greater need for trained
medical personel in
rural villages in Haiti.
April Rodriguez
Seattle U Graduate
Sonya Ekslrom | The Spectator
Derek Rogalsky is part of a student group that has shifted its focus to fundraising for the relief effort in
Haiti since theplanned Seattle U trip to the devastated country was cancelled.
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upcoming events!
Garage Voice Join us as we listen to the Stax Soul
eßepHl and Rock 'n Roll of this local Seattle hand! Check out
t 'ieir music at www.myspace.com/garagevoice.
Rk ML 6PPHHHH Bk
Seattle Art Museum Email Bree at vannessb@su.edu
to reserve your spot. Only 50 spots available! And
make sure to meet us in the Bellarmine Lobby at 7!
Ghostbusters The Egyptian Theater is rented out for
IWEffffllTl s m 't' n'9nt snow' n9 Ghostbusters! Tickets■■■HKhHI available at the CAC. Transportation not provided.
IJ Relax Attack! Punch stress in the face! ...withcoloring, snacks, yoga, and stress balls. Co-Sponsored
lii'lilf?'4n'Pf CAPS and SU Yoga and Service Club.
Specs of the week
A lull staff at
Conference & Events
services will not be
supported at this time.
CES move to provide more
study space
Conference & Events Services
announced Thursday that it will
be moving out of its current lo-
cation in the Student Center
Pavillion, Its offices will bemoved
into a new university-owned of-
fice space on the north end of
the Rihanna building across from
12th Avenue.
According to ASSU representa-
tives, the move is meant to provide
more late night study space for
student use. The amount ofstudy
space this year is limited due to
the unavailability of24 hour study
space normally provided by the
library.
Kathryn Moore, director of
Conference & Event services,
said in a school-wide e-mail sent
Thursday that the move is to be "as
economical as possible."
The move is scheduled to be
complete Feb. 2, but CES is con-
tinuing to operate throughand up
until the move is done.
Until it has completed the
move, CES will be unable to take
any more confirmed bookings
from students or faculty. Any
programs scheduled during the
week of the move will proceed as
normal.
A full staff will not be sup-
ported at this time, but CES has
offered to provide additional staff
if needed. It will resume normal
operation Feb. 3. The new en-
trance will be on East Columbia
Street across from Starbucks.
Meal plans no longer buy
Bon App gift cards
Bon Appetit has withdrawn its
support ofgift cards. Students will
no longer be able to purchaseBon
App gift cards with their meal plan
money.
Already-purchased gift cards
will still be honored by the food
company, but meal plan money
left over at the end ofthe quarter
can no longer be used to purchase
the cards.
This compounds on the policy
created at the beginning of the
school year, restricting meal plan
"rollover" to just$ 100per quarter.
This limits students' ability to re-
tain moneyspent on meal plans.
Students unable to spend all of
theirmoney at quarters end must
either spend all the remnants of
their meal plan immediately or
risk giving up the money to the
university.
Last year, meal plans had no
rollover limit. With two new re-
strictions on meal plans this year
alone, student protest has been
clear.
In response to the outcry, an e-
mail sent by Buzz Hofford, general
manager ofBon Appetit, remarked
"after furtheranalysis, we've deter-
mined that this policy is not sus-
tainable at this time."
State seriate stalls vote on
assault weapons
It is unlikely that the state
senate will vote on prohibiting
the sale of assault weapons like
semiautomaticpistols and pump-
action rifles during its current ses-
sion. Seatde Police officer Timothy
Brenton was killed with a semiau-
tomatic pistol last October.
Tuesday, state Sen. Pam Roach
questioned why assault weapons
are more deadly than others on
the market, arguing that it only
takes one bullet for a shot to
be lethal, countering an argu-
ment that assault weapons are
dangerous because of their ca-
pacity to hold a greater number
ofrounds.
The bill's sponsor, AdamKline
Senate judiciary Committee chair-
man replied by saying, "It takes
one round to kill somebody, 10
rounds can kill 10 people. That's
the difference."
Testifying against the bill was
Brian Judy, the state liaison for the
National Rifle Association. Judy
argued that more gun owners obey
the law than break it, making the
illegalization of assault weapons
unnecessary.
Jeff Reading, spokesman for
Senate Democrats, said it is un-
likely that the measure will be vot-
ed on because it does not have the
votes to pass out ofcommittee.
Path for Capitol Hill street-
car yet to be determined
The CommunityCouncil sub-
mitted a proposal for alternative
streetcar routes to the Chamber
of Commerce Tuesday, outlining
three major priorities.
The first priority is extending
the streetcar's routeto Aloha Street.
This has been a priority since the
beginning ofthe discussion on the
project but the funds for it have
not yet been secured. Graphics
displayed at a Jan. 21 discussion
meeting showed multiple stops on
Aloha in front ofmost storefronts
along the north end of Broadway
as well as a streetcar platform in
front ofQFC.
The second priority would be
tokeep the streetcar on Broadway
north of Union Street. The com-
mittee believes this will attract new
riders and provide traffic for busi-
nesses in the area. The third pri-
ority is titled "reclaim the street."
The council wants to eliminate
center turn lanes except in major
intersections on Broadway street
and repurpose bike lanes for pe-
destrian use.
The city of Seattle will an-
nounce its final decisions on the
plan in April. Construction is
scheduled to begin in the fall of
2011. Streetcar construction will
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Let us demonstrate ourproven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours ofclass time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.
www.stevenklein.com
SandyHayes.J.D. and Steven Klein jriaaiS^ib^
The StevenKlein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle206-524-4915
On campus clubs unite for
New Orleans trip
Kate Ganiron
Shirts for America and Teams for Humanitarian Relief
send 24 students for Katrian aid
Staff Writer
Shirts Across America and
Teams for Humanitarian Relief
will join together and travel to
Louisiana this spring break to help
repair damage done by Hurricane
Katrina.
This is the first year that the
two Seatde University groups will
merge to send 24 students to New
Orleans from March 21 to 27.
Co-presidents Erin Boniface and
Lindsey Youngquist merged their
independent groups this year to try
and make a bigger impact on the
situation.
Shirts Across America was co-
founded by Boniface and other
Seattle high school students in
2007 to raise money for rebuilding
the damage done by Katrina. The
group sold shirts at high schools
and eventually branched out to
Teams for Humanitarian Reliefat
Seattle U in 2006 and Youngquist
was appointed president last year.
"We've done a lot more to-
gether than we could have ever
done," said Boniface, sophomore
humanities for teaching major, of
merging her group with Teamsfor
Humanitarian Relief.
Last year 13 Seattle U students
worked with the St. Bernard
Project, a non-profit organization
started in 2006. This will be the
fourth annual trip to New Orleans
by Seattle U students.
"The trip was really success-
ful last year and there were a
lot of students who were very
touched by their experience,"
said Youngquist, junior biology
major. "We really owe it to them
also for making the trip more
known and inspiring students
to participate."
The students traveling to New
Orleans will fund their way with
letter writing, fundraising and sup-
port from ASSU.
"The fact that there are still
people not in their houses is just
horrible," said Cydni Carter, who
will be traveling to New Orleans
for the first time this spring break.
"I'm going sort of blind into
this other than just pictures I've
seen so I'm not quite sure what
to expect."
"These students really want
to help," Boniface said. "You
wouldn't put your own money in
this ifyou weren't really dedicated
to the cause."
This will be the second trip
colleges. Last year Boniface started
the Seattle U chapter and it is now
nationwide.
Alumni Lisa Hogan started
to New Orleans for sophomore
Wynn Barnard.
"I didn't really know what to
expect and I was just shocked at
how bad things still were," Barnard
said of her first trip last year. "You
would have thought that it hit
last week. It was just terrible.
Huge piles of children's toys and
insulation and wood and clothes
and entire homes that you could
still walk into were practically
untouched."
This past fall Liz McCartney,
co-founder of the St. Bernard
Project, spoke at Seattle U to a
crowd of roughly 200. The event
inspired students to help with the
damage caused by Katrina as well
as recruitment at the clubs fair and
by word of mouth.
"It's just a really desperate situ-
ation that really needs addressing
because our government and our
nation have the ability to change
that," Youngquist said. "And after
four years I don't think that it's
acceptable for people to still be
displaced."
However, change isn't go-
ing to come quickly or easily.
Though Hurricane Katrina is five
years in the past, damage still
remains.
"We certainly can't do it by our-
selves," Youngquist said. "We want
to try and give as many people the
opportunity to experience domes-
tic service because Katrina was a
huge natural disaster. I think we
are giving Seattle University stu-
dents an opportunity to be part of
the rebuilding process."
Kate may be reached at
kganiron@su-spectator.com
The fact that there
are still people not




I didn't know what
to expect and I was
just shocked at how
bad things still were.
Wynn Barnard
Sophomore
Clara Ganey | The Spectator
Co-founders of ShirtsAcross America/Teams for Humanitarian Relief
LJndsey Youngquist and Erin Boniface are 2 of the 24students who will
be going to New Orleansduring spring break to help with humanitarian
relief efforts in the wake of Hurricane Katrina.
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Lighting changes are central among the renovations made to Campion Ballroom during Christmas
break. Other changes include new scene controls and drapes, improvements in separation of the
kitchen from theballroom and a recessed coat check. Changes yet to be made include theaddition




Jan. 20, 6 p.m.
Public Safety received a report
of a missing mountain bike.' The
student stated he had used a
cable lock to secure his bike to
the bike rack near the east en-
trance of the Engineering build-
ing. When the student returned
three days later hefound the lock
and bike missing.
Malicious Mischief
Jan. 21, 3:10 a.m.
Public Safety observed graffiti
sprayed on theeast retaining wall
of Logan Field. The graffiti was




Public Safety contacted a
non-affiliate male wandering
around campus. Public Safety
advised the male that he was
on private property and es-
corted him off campus.
Fire
Jan. 21, 6:25 p.m.
Public Safetyand Seattle Fire De-
partment responded to a report
of a cooking pot fire on a stove
in a Murphy residence. The pot
burned due to overheated cook-
ing oil on the stove. The resident
used a fire extinguisher from the
hallway toput thefire out. SFD as-
sistedwith ventilating smoke from
the building and determined no
further medical assistance was
required. Facilities was notified
for clean-up and repair.
Narcotics
Jan. 22, 6:40p.m.
A non-affiliate male offered to
sell prescription-looking pills to
students as he followed them
into the residence hall. Public
Safety contacted him and no-
tified Seattle Police. The male
was taken into custody when
officers found him in possession
of prescription medication.
For a complete listing of public






The anonymity of the Internet has allowed
for some pretty nasty comments. In "Blogging
The Nasty: How New Media Free Up the Nasty
Dialogue Through Commentary and Comment
Postings on Blogs"—the second installment of
a four-part series on "the nasty"—Sonora Jha
of the Communication Department will dis-
cuss comments on various political and cultural
blogs. Casey Commons, 7 p.m., free.
V3*th film
I 'Ghostbusters'
Who doesn't love the midnight show at
The Egyptian? Crazy movies, a beautiful
theater and late night snacks always make
for a fun show. This week The Egyptian is
showing Ghostbusters, an 80s classic about
a team of brave gents working to rid New
York City of ghosts and ghouls. The best part
is—you can go for free! SEAC bought tickets,




Hey Marseilles, a Seattle band that inter-
twines intricately arranged orchestral instru-
mentation with lovely vocal melody, will be
headlining The Crocodile. Opening acts include
Portland luminaries Loch Lomond, a stunning
chamber-pop band also ofa symphonic ilk, and
Tragos Amargos, a side project ofPortlandband
Y La Bamba, who will be starting the night
with simple folk music. The Crocodile, 8 p.m.
$13, 21 & up.
|Sn FESTIVAL
EE I Sci-fi at Cinerama
The Experience Music Project/Science
Fiction Museum present thefifth annual Science
Fiction and Fantasy Film Festival. Twenty short
films will be divided between two 2-hour ses-
sions, with an awards ceremony following the
second showing. Cinerama Theater, 4 p.m. $9
for one session, $15 for both.
RfWrn KICKOFF EVENT
I Beard & Stache Fest
Ifyou think "no-shave November" is the be-all
end-all of facial hair tribute months, stand back:
Seattle's second annual Beard & Stache fest is edg-
ing February into the lead. One hundred of the
city's most epically bearded and mustachioed men
will be separated into teams of five and participate
in games and festivities throughout the month to
raise money forTreehouse and the foster children
of King county. Sunday's kickoff party will include
the unveiling of the teams (and the pictures on
their donation cans). Bring some pocket change
and give some quarters to the team with the best
fu manchu! Blue C Sushi, Fremont. 21 & up.
ITT7TI PLAYhm| All My Sons
The American Theater Company presents
a staged reading ofArthur Miller's acclaimed
drama "All My Sons," the story ofa small-time
profiteer and his family—a play that resulted in
Millers having to testify in front of the House
Un-American Activities Committee. Theatre
Offjackson, 407 7th Ave. S., 7 p.m. Pay what
you will.
HREADING'Castaglia' at Hugo House
Hugo House presents "Castaglia," a reading
by students in the University of Washington
creative writing program. Event includes read-
ings of original works by four MFA students,
one faculty member and poet and UW alumna
Rebecca Hoogs. Richard Hugo House, 1634
11 th Ave. 8 p.m.
|nraji EXHIBIT
I Public Property
The Frye Art Museum, in collabora-
tion with Path with Art—an organiza-
tion that works with formerly homeless
adults—presents "Public Belongings" an
exhibit of art by ten formerly homeless
adults who worked in the Frye Studio
for 12 weeks with artists Regan and
Adam Doody to document their Seattle
in video, poetry, collaged maps and pho-
tographs. Frye Art Museum. The exhibit
runs until May 3 1.
BLOG.SU-SPECTATOR.COM
Surfer Blood release offers music with a bite
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief
Surfer Blood used to be
named after a sandwich, but
they adopted their present mon-
iker just in time to deliver high-
octane guitar rock face punches
to hundreds of showcase-goers
at the 2009 CMJ marathon.
The group hails from Florida,
but its music is a synthesis of all
things good and catchy that have
existed thus far in the realms of
beach music and surfrock.
From the doo-woppy harmonies
of the Beach Boys to the straight-
forwardly awesome guitar hooks of
Weezer, Surfer Blood want you to
know they are more than willing
to be the house band for your next
beach party, whether it's in Florida
or California or anywhere else with
surfand sand.
So there's the "Surfer" part of
their name, but the "Blood" is
important too. The group most
excels at creating shimmery sum-
mer jams with some serious teeth.
"Astro Coast" begins with "Floating
Vibes," perhaps the most aptly
named song of the still-new year.
It's a shimmery beach jam that's
as infectious as anything Weezer
penned for the "BlueAlbum," and
it features roughly seven different
hooks that float inside your head
long after the track has run its four-
minute course.
"Floating Vibes" also sets a
precedent for the rest of the re-
cord; Surfer Blood is a band deeply
committed to packing as many awe-
some riffs and melodiesinto each of
their songs as possible. But far from
being slapdash efforts from a band
ofADD-stricken 20-somethings,
each of "Astro Coast's" 10 tracks
are constructed in a manner where
every fist-pumping chorus, bridge
and hook sound totally thoughtful
and natural.
Interestingly, lead single "Swim"
is perhaps the least likeable track on
the record; it's afuzzed-out surf jam
that borders on overpowering with
its two-dozen layers of reverb and
kick-you-in-the-head, almost-bro
rock chorus. But even as a radio-
ready singalong, it still features an
irresistible breakdown that almost
totally subverts its commercial ap-
peal and rescues it from the clutches
of frat boys across America.
"Take It Easy" recovers from
"Swim" by tangling a couple of
awesome, syncopated guitar lines
together into a polyphonic melody
that rivals a huge portion the best
licks in Built To Spill's discogra-
phy. It also reveals Built To Spill as
another one of Surfer Blood's big
musical cues, but again they man-
age to cop a feel for the Boise rock
gods' style without being copycats
or wannabes.
Throughout die record, two key
aspects of the band's sound keep
their guitar-rock formula from go-
ing stale. One is dieaforementioned
interplay ofbetween the band's two
guitarists; diey ping-pong melodies
off each other with the prowess of
long-time rock superheroes, and
youth as musicians and as
a group.
The other is John Paul
Pitts' sunny and propul-
sive voice. He sounds like
a more enthusiastic James
Mercer (ofThe Shins), and
he's got a disarming falsetto
tucked under his belt for
when his honeyed guitar
licks take him into the up-
per register ofsound. I
If there's a low point on
the record, it sadly comes
at its close with the vaguely an-
noying "Catholic Pagans," a song
whose construction is a little too
mechanical for the otherwise cre-
ative young folks in Surfer Blood.
But even the misstep ofa closer can
be forgiven, as its preceded by the
record's two biggest gems, "Slow
Jabroni" and "Anchorage" — two
staggering tracks that push past the
six-minute mark without ever go-
On die opposite end ofdie spec-
trum, "Anchorage" is an epic pro-
duction that finds the band explor-
ing and interpolating all of their in-
fluences in one fell swoop. It begins
|>ropulsive, straightforwardl roll drumming and endsthree-minute long multilay-litar grooveplucked straightBuilt To Spill's "Perfect From
)n" sessions.
Pitts also proves he's a smart lyri-
Kthe track by supplementingng's jammy, loop-based
second half with a contradictory
intonation: "I don't wanna spin
my wheels." It's the kind of song
that makes you want to take a long
drive, windows rolled down, Surfer
Blood blaring out ofyour crackly
AM radio-ready speakers.
"Astro Coast" ultimately is a feel-
good guitar record, but its intricate
and intelligent construction keeps
it from feeling fake or obvious or
played out. It's the most straightfor-
ward "indie rock' record I've heard
in ages, and its invocation of the
bygone era of '90s guitar music is
a welcome treat in our increasingly
digitalized world of 2010.
And sure, beach music might
not appeal to everyone amid the
perpetual gray of January, but I
highly doubt the record will have
lost any of its appeal once the Sun
reemerges in June.














How do you feel
about Obama's first
year in office?
"Many people on the left had
unrealistic expectations of
Obama, and what we are
seeing now is the reality that the
democrats are a big business
do-nothing party."
"I don't feel informed enough to
have a valid opinion."
"He was honest in his ambitions, but when it
came to the actual execution there were way
too many confounding variables."
"I think that he was slow to act,
considering what he had been
saying. He's doing the best
he can since he is under so
much scrutiny. I think that he is
America's play toy. I would have
voted for McCain, but he's fine."







Dennis .van de Goor
Sophomore, Biology
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THE SPEAKERASYLIVES ON
Prohibition may have ended, but...
SEATTLE ATTEMPTS TO RECAPTURE THE SPIRIT OF T
In 2010, Seattle's night life hosts slew
of '20s-era watering holes
The prohibition ofalcohol in
the U.S. lasted for 14years, from
1919to 1933. But taking alcohol
off the market didn't stop people
from drinking; those truly de-
voted to the art ofimbibing took
up in "speakeasies"—night clubs
that bootlegged and sold alcohol
illegally in an act of opposition
against prohibition.
It's 2010,and alcohol is legal—
and in Seattle, it's less frowned
upon than most places in the
U.S. Even so, the speakeasy con-
tinues to exist in modern times,
albeit in a less authentic and more
gimmicky fashion.
Capitol Hill in particular
hosts its fair share offaux-speak-
easies, and in order to get to the
bottom of the speakeasy revival,
The Spectator "inconspicuously"
infiltrated four of the Hill's
most prominent Prohibition-
Modern speakeasies hold liquor licenses, but draw
in customers by pretending they dont
inspired establishments.
Clad in plainclothes and
concealing the tools of the trade
(cameras and notebooks) be-
neath clothing and in backpacks,
we've delved into the whimsical
world of Seattle "speakeasies,"
from their "secret entrances"






Loaded with textbooks andfilled
with muzak, it's the Bars bar
Tavern Law is a dizzyingly
angular watering hole. Walking
in from 12thAvenue is like fall-
ing into the middle of a packed
dining room. There's a bar-like
nook to the right of the entrance,
a communal table shoved behind
an awning on the left, a slightly
more spacious "dining" area down
a curving walkway and a half-oval
bar smack dab in the center of the
locale's main room.
All of this would be appeal-
ing if it weren't for the fact that
there's practically no walking
space anywhere in the establish-
ment. The cramped quarters
makeTavern Law feel like a maze,
and while watching the servers
weave between patrons is a form
of entertainment all its own, the
crowdedness of the bar is cause
for claustrophobia.
Fortunately, the drinks are
strong enough to loosen up
even the most anxious of pa-
trons. Cocktails run from $8
to $10, but straight shots from
the well will only set you back
$5, and since they're meant for
sipping, they're quite liberally
portioned.
I spent my time atTavernLaw
choking down a Morning Glory
Fizz (a concoction first crafted in
1895,according to theirencyclo-
pedic liquor menu). It's a drink
that combines scotch, lemon
juice, sugar, soda and absinthe,
and it's a bit stronger than its
cutesy name implies.
As for decor, Tavern Law has
a bookshelf-turned-wall that is
filled floor-to-ceiling with law
textbooks and really does feel
like the kind of place a legal
firm might frequent after a hard
day of litigation. The servers
would come off as your typical
Seattle hipsters, were it not for
the speakeasy's awkward and
strictly enforced dress code: All
employees must wear vests at
all times.
If you want to get tanked
while studying Tort, Tavern Law
is the place for you. But a spot on
The Bar is practically a requisite
for frequent entry; their bever-








A quaint, candlelit cranny brings
Brooklyn to Boren
In terms of authenticity, The
Hideout is hands down the speak-
easiest of speakeasies in Seattle.
It's a low traffic hangout with a
laid back vibe. During my visit,
there never were more than 10
patrons occupying the establish-
ment at any given time, and most
of them spent their tenure at the
long, stool-lined bar sketching or
writing in notebooks or reading
for pleasure.
In terms of alcohol, their sig-
nature, prohibition-era drinks
aren't cheap (like Tavern Law,
the mean price for a cocktail ran
about $8), but they're also im-
peccably made and strike a per-
fect balance between innocuous
and intoxicating.
I sampled twoofdieir beverages
at random—the Presque Vu (a $7
cocktail blending Applejack, rum,
lime juice, orgeat and cinnamon)
and the Man About Town (a $9
Molotov made of rye whisky, cam-
pari, dubonnet and Fee Bros Old
Fashioned Bitters).
The two didn't blend well to-
gether but were each great in their
own ways, and the bartender (a tie-
wearing Brooklyn expatriate named
Chuck) spent a good three minutes
crafting each of the cocktails the
way a chemist readies chemicals in
a lab for an experiment.
Though the patrons don't con-
form to any trend, The Hideout
is shamelessly a hip locale. The
walls are lined with local art (all of
which is for sale), there's an "Art
Vending Machine" (I kid you not),
and thestereo shuffledbetween full
albums by The Strokes, Liz Phair
and Sonic Youth during my two-
hour stay. If Moe Bar were more
expensive and less flooded with
inebriated hipsters, it would be
The Hideout.
thespectator10 thespectator





That's Fit to Drink"
BY: MATTHEW MARTELL
Seattle's best kept secret reigns
supreme with good eats and fine wine
Chez Gaudy is . There
are so many words you can insert
to finish that sentence: reasonably
priced, freaking delicious, dangerous
for designated drivers, open Tuesday
through Sunday, and yes, gaudy. But
it's delightfully gaudy; its kitsch is
part of its aesthetic—an aesthetic
equal parts authentic speakeasy and
modern day hipster hideout.
For all ofits secretiveness, Chez
Gaudy is far too alive to be even
remotely inconspicuous. All of its
furniture (including the dining ta-
bles) are for sale, its employees are
friendly and knowledgeable, and it
has the most dangerous-sounding
happy hour I've ever heard of.
Rather than cheapening drinks
for three or four hours, Gaudy goes
all out and offers up Tuesday wine
nights, where every bottle of vino
on its shelves goes on sale for $9
and patrons get to chooseand serve
their wine themselves.
The restaurant supplements this
wine-gathering free-for-all with a
tapas menu that features nothing
costing more than $5, and the
wait staff encourages reservations
be made in advance of the fabled
weekly event. That's right, they
want you to make reservations for
their proverbial happy hour. Chez
Gaudy doesn't mess around.
But Tuesday aside, there's still
a lot to love about Gaudy. They
offer wine happy hours Wednesday
through Sunday, where every bot-
tle is half-off (my photographer
and I scored a fantastic bottle of
French Pinot Noir for $16). And
their food is as delicious as any
other Italianrestaurant on the hill.
I sampled the Verdona Chicken
Pasta, a superb penne and chicken
mix served unceremoniously in a
deep bowl to mask its beauty and
its hugeness, and it was well worth
its $17 price tag.
Gaudy also has amazing
ambience. Everything about it
suits its name: chez makes for lux-
ury, gaudy makes for gaudiness.
Everything is candlelit (even
the bathroom), patrons are al-
ways conversing in hushed tones,





But before it starts to sound
too classy, it should be noted their
silverware is set out cafeteria-style
in a big metal can, the floor is es-
sentially seat-yourself, and the
stereo shuffles between indie rock
classics by Band of Horses, The
Shins, The Decemberists and The
New Pornographers.
The restaurant's employees
spare no detail or expense in mak-
ing the patrons' dining experience
seem informal and effortless, but
the food, the wineand the decor is
tended to with a kind oflove and
care usually reserved for world-
renowned establishments. It may
sound hodge-podge and too-hip
and gimmicky, but the bottom line
is that Chez Gaudy is a tiny slice





Stocking Co., it's easy to assume
the place is going to reek of au-
thenticity. You don't let yourself
in; you ring a highly conspicuous
doorbell, get your IDs checked
by a standoffish, too-hip-to-care
server and get shuffled in with a
wag of a finger and a tired spiel
about the establishment.
But the process of entering
Knee High is roughly where its
authenticity ends. Sure, it is dim
1356East Olive Way
Seattle WA, 98122
Olives easy-speaking nook gets
noisy in the night time
and crowded and candlelit like ev-
ery other faux-speakeasy in Seattle,
but it's also maddeningly noisy (in
spite of its menu entreating pa-
trons to "speak easy" on its front
page), and the tired classic rock
blaring through the speakers did
absolutely nothing for the bar's
ambience. Maybe it's just me, but
the red-blooded American rock of
Lynyrd Skynyrd doesn't really go
hand-in-hand with the traditional
idea ofa speakeasy.
It also hosts the worst service of
the speakeasies in Seattle. My server
was a standoffish woman with dyed
pink and black hair who poorly at-
tempted to flirt with my party to
get us to stay for more than a single
round of overpriced drinks (like
Tavern Law and The Hideout, most
cocktails run $8 to $12 apiece).
The drinks, however, were worth
it. Though it's basically just a glo-
rified whiskey sour, The St. James
Cooler (a blend of Jameson, St.
Germain, lemonadeand soda with
mint) goes down easy and hits the
liver hard. Likewise, the Spanish
Coffee (as their menu notes:
"equal parts Tia Maria and rum
with Seven Roasters Press Coffee,
Bacardi 151, and a lit match") was
warm and sweet and terribly dan-
gerous, as its alcohol content could
befelt but not tasted. Theyalso of-
fer some delicious fingerling potato
fries that make your typical burger
joint fries taste like cardboard,
and they're well worth their $5
price tag.
If your wallet ever feels over-
stuffed, Knee High Stocking Co. is
worth checking out at least once.
Ifnothing else, the doorbell shtick
is priceless, and a few of their sig-
nature drinks will make even "Free
Bird" soundlike perfect background
music for "secret" drinking.
Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com
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a pair of netted maroon floral
tights, confidently goes up to the
stage at the Hugo House, Capitol
Hill's center for literary arts. She
moves the wooden podium out of
the way, explaining that she needs
space to perform. She then launches
into her poem, "What Lot's Wife
Would've Said if She Wasn't a Pillar
of Salt," from memory, gesturing
passionately as she cleverly twists
the classic biblical story into a per-
sonal condemnation of the idea of
God's judgment.
But years ago in elementary
school, she was less concerned
about God's judgment and more
concerned about her teacher's.
"I remember one day [...] our
teacher announced that a poet was
going to come to class," Finneyfrock
says, sitting in her officeat the Hugo
House, "but she said the poet could
only work with five ofus."
Knowing that she most definite-
lywanted to work with the poet but
not really knowing why, she wrote
an impressive poem about ants in
an effort to wow her teacher and
earn her coveted spot. Thus began
Karen Finneyfrock's love ofpoetry.
After college she began going to
open mics and reading poetry un-
til she was invited to her first slam
poetry event.
"Soon after, I went to the
National Poetry Slam, and af-
ter that," she says, "I was pretty
much hooked."
Slam poetry fascinated
Finneyfrock, who had stewed in
more academic poetry circles before
discovering the art form.
"Slam has been called a populist
art; it's for the people," Finneyfrock
says. "And that's part ofwhy I like
it so much."
She continued on to compete
in three national team poetry slams
and two individual ones, earning as
high as second place in the most
recent competition.
For that particular competition,
Finneyfrock read a poem from the
perspective of the Statue ofLiberty
called "Newer Colossus." The team
she competed in accompanied her
by joining in on different verses to
form a sort of Greek chorus.
"The energy that night was
amazing," Finneyfrock says. "I think
that's the closest I've ever come to
feeling how a rock star feels."
The crowd reacted to the poem
riotously, screaming and shouting
cheers of approval and applauding
in response to the piece's sharp re-
buke of immigration policy.
Finneyfrock's poetry isn't
only limited to the political
realm though.
"A lot ofmy poetry comes from
my personal life," Finneyfrock
says.
Having grown up Southern
Baptist, much of her work is also
rooted in biblical stories.
Finneyfrock's writing—and her
life overall—were both deeply af-
fected after her sister lost a bout
with cancer.
"For about two and a half
years, I didn't write a poem at all,"
Finneyfrock says.
After such a traumatic experi-
ence, Finneyfrock was unable to
read mature literature, finding it
too difficult to dealwith stories that
forced her to look inward, a place
she wasn't willing to go.
Her solace was found in the
Harry Potter series, Roald Dahl
books, "The Outsiders" and
"Maniac McGee." Children's
literature, it seemed, was the
logical answer.
"I wasn't able to read any adult
fiction, I wasn't able to see great
films—anything that deepened
my emotional resonance with the
world was really just intolerable,"
she says.
While adult fiction seemed
harmful, children's literature was
comforting and warm.
In response to this feeling,
Finneyfrock began writing young
adult fiction. Recently picked up by
Viking Press, "Celia, the Dark and
Weird," is a story about a 15-year-
old poet and her gay best friend
who live in Hershey, Penn.
"I think it was an escape for me,"
she says. "I imagined a younger per-
son I was writing to, and it was as
if I was comforting that person,
because griefdoes play heavily into
my book."
The Hugo House selected
Finneyfrock for the coveted
Writer-in-Residence position last
September, a position she had ap-
plied for the year before as well.
AlixWilbur, program coordina-
tor at Hugo House, was in charge
of selecting people for the position
and felt like Finneyfrock was an ob-
vious choice.
"She's an amazing writer, her
personality is delightful, and it's
amazing what she £an do with
kids," Wilbur says.
Finneyfrock will be leaving for
a book tour in February promoting
her new book ofpoetry, "Ceremony
for the Choking Ghost." Being her
first real book tour, she is nervous.
"I'm very anxious, but really ex-
cited," she says. "I've never toured
extensively like this before, so it will
be a new experience."
In the meantime, she will be
tending to her office at the Hugo
House and spending time living in
the Cooper Artist house in West
Seattle, a 100-year-old brick school
that has been turned into a haven
for artists.
And by the way, Finneyfrock is
her real last name.
"Yeah, I know," she says of
the name. "It's a pretty good poet
name."
Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
Slam has been
called a populist art;
it's for the people.
Karen Finneyfrock
poet
Matthew Brady | The Spectator
Poet and Hugo House writer-in-residence Karen Finneyfrock has a





What you do, how
you conduct yourself,
what you make is
what matters. Period.
Tim Rollins
artist and art teacher
VolunteerWriter
In the lobby of the Frye Art
Museum on Saturday, a few peo-
ple stood transfixed in front ofa
projection on the wall showing a
teacher yell at an apathetic teen.
"What you do, how you con-
duct yourself, what you make"
the teacher, yelled, "is what mat-
ters. Period."
The two are Tim Rollins and
Carlos Garcia. Garcia belongs to
a group of students called KOS
(Kids of Survival), who work
with Rollins and create world-
renowned art currently featured
at the Frye.
The group began in the early
'80s, making art in a classroom in
the Bronx. Rollins was justa mid-
dle school art teacher, but he in-
spired his students to move out of
the classroom to a studio, where
they learned what they did with
their lives defined them more
than where they came from. For
one of the displays in the Frye,
the students were instructed to
find bricks to paint their homes
on. They all painted buildings
on fire. Arson in the Bronx was
incredibly widespread, but new
creative energy was flowing up
from the rubble.
"South Bronx was literally on
fire. Also, culture was on fire,"
Rollins said.
After experimenting with a
few sculptures and other projects,
they moved into what would be
their only way ofproducing art: a
technique called "jamming."
Jamming uses "catalysts"
(books or music) to inspire
sketches.
At first, Rollins would read
aloud from books he brought,
but then others began bringing
their own books and ideas to
be catalysts. Once the students
reached a place where they felt
they had gotten the right feeling
from their drawings, they would
create a painting on canvas, most
ofwhich were quite large.
Jamming often took years,
with the students creating "thou-
sands ofdrawings," according to
Angel Abreu, one of the KOS,
who lived and worked in Seattle
for several years.
The artists worked in a style of
painting where they wouldpaint
onto the pages of their catalysts.
"It was about taking owner-
ship of that text, not just read-
ing," said lan Berry, curator of
the exhibit. "It was never about
illustrating the texts; it was about
relating the content to what the
artists know, feel, and sense in
everyday lives,"
The groupsearliest paintings at
the Frye are graffiti-styleartworks
from jamming over "Dracula"
and "Frankenstein," but others
are catalyzed by "The Scarlet
Letter," "Alice in Wonderland"
and "Autobiography ofMalcolm
X." Copies of these books are in
a reading room by the exhibit, of-
fering viewers a chance to skim
through the books that caused
the works.
One of their most powerful
pieces in the minimalist style
thatbecame their signature tech-
nique is "Incidents in theLife of
a Slave Girl" by Harriet Jacobs. It
has differentcolorribbons creat-
ing bars over the text. Originally,
titey intended to cut the ends of
theribbons because they hang to
the floor, but the artists realized
the trailingribbons represent her
freedom. The whole piece begs a
profound question: Which side
of the bars are viewers on, the free
side or the caged?
A fun and frustrating work
is one of the "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" pieces. After
dripping liquids onto watercolor
paper, like Puck and the love-in-
idleness, they glued the paper
onto the canvas. They also glued
one tiny mustard seed on each
creation. Trying to find the seed
is difficult and time-consuming,
but it displays the faith the mus-
tard seed represents.
The exhibitas a whole demon-
strates the power ofcollaborative
art. Through jammingto catalysts
and the simple power of sketch-
ing and painting in a large group,
KOS shows true devotion to the
idea ofworking together.
"It's a democracy and a dic-
tatorship," Berry said. "Everyone
has a voice."
Berry's words and selections
for the exhibit show a cross
section of KOS's main theme:
individual expression within
group collaboration.
The exhibit will be on dis-
play at the Frye until May 31.
Tim Rollins and KOS member
Angel Abreu will be at the mu-
seum March 18 at 7 p.m. to
speak about the exhibit and the
importance of collaboration in
contemporary art.
Alena may be reached at
schoonma@seattleu.edu






The cast and crew of "The
Island of Slaves" were obviously
prepared for their Jan. 22 open-
ing performance. Unfortunately,
however, the Lee Center was not
built with musicals in mind, mak-
ing some things distractingly hard
to hear.
"The Island of Slaves" was
first written in the 18th cen-
tury by Pierre Marivaux but was
never intended to be a musical.
Director Ki Gottberg adapted it
with the help ofcomposer Casey
James, modernizing its message
through song. Unlike most mu-
sicals, this one explores multiple
genres ranging from rock to op-
era. It also communicates a vari-
ety of themes including lust and
vengeance. Even though most of
the lyrics didn't come from the
play's original text, they seem to
stay true to the original comedic
intent of Marivaux.
The production opens with
a chaotic shipwreck scene tak-
ing place in total darkness. After
a short, folksy island song, two
aristocrats and their slaves find
themselves helpless on Slave
The Lee Center's first musical balances
simplicity with aristocratic grandiosity
Island, where slaves who rebelled
from their owners came to set up
a colony.
Trivelin, the leader of the
island, introduces himself to
the shipwrecked characters
and explains the rules of Slave
Island: The master becomes the
slave, and the slave becomes
the master.
Experiencing some bitterness
at the start, the two former slaves
consistently mock their former
masters and mistreat them in the
same way they were mistreated.
The clown Harlequin is the first
slave to forgive his master after
some time. Eventually, he influ-
ences the vengeful Cleanthis to
do the same.




The production ends with
slightly cliche embraces among
slaves and masters, who have cast
aside their trivial longings and
possessions and become friends. It
also brings a moral question to the
audience in the closing number—
"Who do you serve, and what
serves you?"
Gottberg believes this produc-
tion is extremely relevant to the
current time period.
"Large numbers ofAmericans
have been recently disrupted
with economic chicanery, the
gap between rich and poor grows
wider, and the realities of war
and debt grind ceaselessly on,"
Gottberg wrote in the perfor-
mance's program. It is because
of this that Gottberg decided to
direct this particular play; even
now, the essential characteris-
tics of being human can be lost.
This production aims to show
audience members the errors of
their ways and allows them to
find the most human characteris-
tics of compassion and empathy
within themselves.
The technical aspects of the
play allow the audience to focus
on Gottberg's intent. The set is
extremely simplistic: a textured,
blank canvas serves as the back-
drop, while the rectangular stage
is painted to represent sand.
There are no intricate props,
only intricate 18th century style
costumes. The simplicity of the
set and props successfully avoids
distraction from the outrageous,
over the top acting and the moral of
the production.
"The Island of Slaves" suc-
cessfully balances slap-stick hu-
mor with serious themes. If it
weren't for sound problems that
caused the issue of juggling ac-
tors' voices, the Lee Center's
first musical would have been
overwhelmingly successful.
"The Island ofSlaves" will run
Thursday through Sunday at 7:30
p.m. until Feb. 7. Tickets range
from $6 to $10.
Kat may be reached at
kcatlett@su-spectator.com
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
Robert Keene, who plays Iphicrates, preparesto have his wig secured to his headbefore his performance
in The Island of Slaves.'
'Hipster-hop' duo makes mad comeback
Zachary Dunn
Staff Writer
After being blacklisted at most Capitol Hill music venues,
Mad Rad made a triumphant return Thursday at a free show at
Neumos. When the Seatde-born hipster-hop grouplast played
Neumos a year ago, they left inhandcuffs after an altercation with
security guards.
The fight with the guards was sparked when Ty
Finnan (DJ Darwin) and Nathan Quiroga (Buffalo
Madonna) were physically restrained from reentering
the club after being kicked out. Last summer, however,
Darwin and Buffalo were found not guilty of
the assault charges brought against them by
city prosecutors.
Representatives from Neumos said they held the free show
as a kick off for the duo. The free "let's be friends again"
show guaranteed a packed venue, and Mad Rad took full
advantage, delivering their energy-laced electronic brand of
party house hip-hop.
Seattle's own Macklemore followed Portland-based
openers Breakfast Mountain with a passionate presence on-
stage, finally brewing up the smell of sweat in the crowd
that signals an energetic show has begun. The MC, who
sounds like he belongs in Blue Scholars, was accompanied
by a soaring trumpet, an electric guitar, the occasional chime
in from a violin and of course, producer Ryan Lewis lay-
ing down the beats in the back. The crowd got a reason
to put their hands in the air with the emotionally packed
songs off Mack's latest EP; the proud Capitol Hill native
never fails to rock the stage like a headliner every time he
opens a show.
Around 11:45 p.m. came the moment everyone had been
waiting for and the reason the show was free: Mad Rad was
back on the scene after over a year. The group stormed the
stage with their two-fisted rapping, looking damn excited
to be back.
It wasn't long before they launched into the ex-
pected banter regarding the band's history at
Neumos. The sarcastic remark came from band
member P Smoov.
"What's up Neumos? I haven't been here before," he said
with a bewildered grin on his face.
"This is the place we get P*ked up!" Buffalo
Madonna followed.
The crowd was pleased, showing serious signs of life
all the way to the back of the at-capacity venue. Soon
enough the smell of marijuana hit the air and crowd
surfing began.
The 50-minute set carried constant enthusiasm. Every
one of the four member crew was fully engaged—including
Buffalo Madonna who, as usual, was shirtless by the end.
From the stage the crowd was asked, "Have you guys lost
your minds yet?"
Yes, the group's in-your-face performance induced the be-
nevolent violence in theaudience typical ofa show where you
are encouraged to go crazy, thekind ofshow where the crowd
is grateful to be cooled by water sprayed on them from stage—
even ifit is from the mouth of a man who goes by the name
Buffalo Madonna.
With beer cans tossing around in the crowd the over-
all attitude of the night was celebratory. The group
of artists this neighborhood bred, loved and hat-
ed is back in a robust way, madder and radder than
ever before.
Zachary may be reached at zdunn@su-spectator.com
Angelo Carosio| The Spectator
Love them or hate them, Buffalo Madonna's energy on stage proves Mad Rad means what they do.
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Pho: hot on the Hill
Kelton Sears
Senior StaffWriter
When you are hungry, seeking out strangely
shaped spoons to dip into unreasonably large
bowls ofpho is only logical—especially living
in Seattle, where pho restaurants have become
almost as prevalent as Starbucks.
Like Starbucks, pho is a fun word to say.
Pronounced "fuh"—ending asabruptly on the
"uh" sound as possible—the noodle soup dish
is a traditional staple ofVietnamese cuisine.
Because of pho's simplicity—consisting
of broth, noodles, meat and onions—it's
usually cheap, making it perfect for thin
college wallets.
The name "pho" is thought to have derived
either from the French word "feu," which
means fire, or from the Chinese word "fen."
Both French and Chinese cooking culture
played a large role in the origins ofVietnamese
pho. Even the typical dessert, a cream puff, is
French in origin.
Pho came to America in the mid-'7os with
the flood of Vietnamese immigrants fleeing
theirwar-torn home. The dish became popular
withAmericans soon after.
Meat in pho dishes is typically served par-
tially raw, still cooking in the soup's broth
when served. This is done for a number ofrea-
sons: cooking meat in broth retains more of the
meats nutrients than most methods, and it also
allows those nutrients to leak into the broth,
making for a healthier meal. Broth cooking
also makes the meat more tender, making for
a more enjoyable eating experience.
Also make sure to ask for pork tendons
and tripe in your pho. Although they look a
little gelatinous and suspicious floating in your
bowl, they are quite tasty. Slightly chewy and
fatty but full offlavor, theyare certainly worth
asking for.
But don't let strange animal parts in
your soup phreak you out. It's phantastic.
Pho real.
Kelton may be reached
ksears@su-spectator.com




Tucked into an unobtrusive retail space on
Broadway Avenue between East Republican Street
and East Mercer Street, the only bad thing about
Than Brothers Pho is how difficult it is to find. The
sign on theirwindow simply reads "Pho," and you
won't realize you're in theright place until you are
seated with a menu that advertises by name.
But everything else aboutThan Brothers is per-
fect. Their shop on Capitol Hill has a friendly and
informal atmosphere, and their pho is fantastic.
It's also dirt cheap. Don't be fooled by the four
different sizes of pho they offer; their small dish
(for a college-student-friendly $4.95) offers a meal
and a half worth offood, and their "x-large" bowl
of pho could probably feed a family of four with
leftovers to spare.
Than Brothers also offers pho on the fly; for
an additional 60 cents you can order any of their
delectable dishes to go. They also offer variety with
their pho; you can choose between beef, meatball,
chicken and veggie-based bowls.
One shouldn't hesitate to make the 25-minute
trek from campus to Than Brothers. Their pho is so
flavorful you don't even need to add plum sauce or
Sriracha to get the full experience ofdining at the
restaurant. Of course, adding Sriracha and plum
sauce doesn't hurt; a few spoonfuls of each send
their pho to the next level, turning rice noodles
into four-star delicacies.
Than Brothers' service is lightning-fast; most
dishes are brought from kitchen to table in under
five minutes, and a group of two can get drinks,
pho and dessert for less than $20 (including a gen-
erous 25 percent tip).
Make no mistake—Than Brothers are the
pho kings of Seattle. After all, there's a rea-
son why they operate in 11 different locations
throughout town.







Ballet Vietnamese Cuisine, located on 11th
Avenue and East Pike Street across from Via
Tribunali, has not only cheap and filling pho,
but also lovely goldfish.
Ballet seems to take special pride in its gold-
fish. A tank full of them greets you as you walk
in, and their images grace the menus.
You cannot select goldfish as the meat of
choice in your pho, but you can select chicken,
beef, brisket, meatballs, steak and tofu. Pho
Chinh, the brisket option, is quite delicious,
especially with a Hoisin sauce kick. The $4.95
small size is more than enough to fill the hungri-
est ofstudents. Homemade fortune cookies are
served at the end of the meal, a delightful finish
for sure.
Ifyou are looking for a heartieroption, Ballet
is also well known for their tasty Vietnamese
Banh mi sandwiches as well, served on large
crusty baguettes. The sandwiches are meaty
and filling and a nice break from your typical
Subway fare.





Perhaps pho 900 doesn't have the
most noticeable locale, buried among the
excess of pho restaurants on Broadway
Avenue and with a sign hidden from
view on the opposite side of the street,
but pho 900 is attempting to fight
its neighborhood competition with
"sweet" tactics.
Pho 900 has had some negative re-
views in the past, and it seems to have
taken those judgments as accepted truths
rather than as constructive criticisms to
build on. The noodles, broth and veg-
etables all appear and taste in harmony,
but beware of ordering meat, because
crunchy bones might just fight their way
to the top of the bowl. The free cream
puff at the end of the meal is a definite
bonus, but it won't clean the palate after
the disturbing crunch ofbones.
While the food itself is average, the
decor, classy china dishes and quickand
friendly service seem to be a bit above
average. Sadly, it may be the only thing
keeping them in business amid the strug-
gle with all the competition.
The coy and nifty tip calculation
suggestion left at the bottom of the re-
ceipt gives a subtle hint that yes, indeed,
tips can and should be left. Perhaps it
can come in handy for those whose
math skills are less than average and
have a difficult time figuring out 15 or
20 percents.
Despite its obscured sign and aver-
age pho, Pho 900 is located in a fairly
popular spot and seems very capable of
attracting a decent-sized crowed even on
a weeknight. Maybe service really does
make all the difference.





Pho Bac is monopolizing the
pho business in the eastern end of
the International District. With
two locations on Jackson Street
(on 7th Avenue and 14th Avenue,
respectively), Pho Bac goes be-
yond most pho restaurants in the
Emerald City by offering pho in
two varieties—broth-fdled bowl
and noodle-steeped plate.
Their standard, soup-style pho
is nothing to write home about,
but its flavor is soaked through
with authenticity and certainly
isn't a cause for complaint. More
interesting is their pho xao—pho
sans broth, which is served simi-
larly to dishes like pad thai and
chow mein. They offer it in the
same flavors as their traditional
pho (beef, chicken, meatball and
veggie with tofu), but they bolster
the dish and its nutritional value
by serving it on a bed of bean
sprouts, cabbage, lettuce and car-
rots. All of their meals are also pre-
ceded by a pot full of free green
tea that comes to the table per-
fectly brewed and justcool enough
to sip.
Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
At Than Brothers Pho, located at the end of Broadway, a customer puts many toppings




Pho Cyclo, one of the better
known pho stops on Broadway,
has a very unique atmosphere—or
maybe an atmosphere that's justout
of place.
Walking in, visitors are greeted
by a large mural on the right wall
that has little glowing lights scat-
tered across, giving it the look of
an old-timey, bustling Italian vil-
lage. On the opposite wall, another
mural that looks strangely like an
Italian cafe definitelyprovides for a
new pho dining experience.
In spite of the decor faux pas,
the plastic dishes, smell of warm
jasmine tea and relaxing environ-
ment give the feeling of having
dinner in the comfort ofa friends
dining room.. .in Italy.
Perhaps what adds the most
to that feeling is a recent addition
to their menu; Pho Cyclo is now
offering a selection of beers, wine
and wine coolers. Even more than
that, there is now a daily happy
hour from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. where
they offer an even broader range of
drinks and special prices on select
food items.
While the atmosphere is
unique, Pho Cyclo offers a typical
Vietnamese menu. The pho itself is
a little better than most pho avail-
able on Broadway, the broth and
noodles being at the higher end
of the scale, but what really makes
it good is the excellent tofu avail-
able in the vegetarian section of
the menu.
Pho Cyclo's popularity seems to
be steadily increasing and it was re-
cently named the 2009 winner for
best Vietnamese food in western
Washington.
With their tasty tofu, strange
decor and relaxed atmosphere,
there is little doubt thatPho Cyclo
will soon come out on top of
the competition.





For those pho-seekers looking for a
more upscale dining experience, Bambuza,
located on Bth Avenue and East Pike
Street, is a swankier and more cosmopoli-
tan choice, although the pho is largely the
same. The interior of Bambuza is full ofel-
egant bamboo decorations, moody orange
tintedlighting and digital screens that flash
homey images ofVietnamese villages.
The atmosphere will cost you a little
extra though; the pho runs from $7.50 to
$8.50 even though it tastes almost identi-
cal to Ballet's pho.
While the pho might not be the
highlight of Bambuza, its other dishes are
more than worth the cost. The delicious
Saigon Combination Grill Noodle Bowl
will have you squealing slightly. Essentially
a bowl full of well cooked meat and noo-
dles with sweet sauce, topped off with a
spring roll, it's hard not to be overjoyed
when eating it. The chicken satay is anoth-
er highlight, providing a savory but subtle
alternative to the Thai style ofsatay.
So while Ballet may have the value fac-
tor, Bambuza has some good choices of its
own and is a much better option ifyou're
bringing along a date.
Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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frequent turnovers
and a lack of offensive
rebounds only com-
pounded their poor
shooting percentages. Dollar made
frequent substitutions in an effort to
get the game moving, but it seemed
that none of the Redhawks were
able to make anything happen.
"I can't say we were too ner-
vous, we were just too hyped," ju-
nior forward Charles Garcia said.
"We should've let the game come
to us."
Garcia looked frustrated
throughout most ofthe game, miss-
ing many easy shots and commit-
ting five of the Redhawks' 29 turn-
overs. He didn't score for most of
the first half, and his performance
even prompted Husky fans to chant
the ABC's at him and yell "there are
scouts here." Like he didn't know.
"We just gotta keep playing,
play by play," sophomore guard
Cervante Burrell said. "Even though
we got down by 20, 25, 30, we still
gotta keep fighting, that's what we
did in the second half."
Seattle U improved significantly
in the shooting department in the
second half, but both teams had
trouble with fouls, seemingly going
back and forth to each other's free
throw lines repeatedly. More than
half of the team fouled out, leav-
ing the Redhawks with only four
players on the court for the last two
minutes of the game.
"It was kind of funny," Burrell
said about playing with only
four. "As bad as we were losing, I
felt like that was the highlight of
the game."
Bank of America Arena was
emptying out with 10minutes left,
as the Huskies continued to keep
their 40-point lead. The Redhawks
were finally able to somewhat keep
up, but the hole they had dug for
themselves in the first halfwas just
too deep. Most Seattle U fans were
gone long before the game was
over, leaving only a small group of
RedZone members to cheer.
The Redhawks leading scor-
ers were Burrell and Garcia with
18 and 20 points, and even they
struggled with only 6 of 24 and 4
of 18 two pointers, respectively.
Overall, the team was just 30.3
percent on two-pointers and 26.3
percent on threes, the lowest per-
centage of twos in a game so far
this season.
"We gotta get back to work, for-
get about this one and get ready to
go for Idaho." Dollar said. "We're
burning that game film. We aren't
looking at this one."
After the loss to UW, Seattle U's
record falls to 9-12. The Huskies
record stands at 13-7.
The Redhawks take on the
University of Idaho Jan. 30 at
KeyArena. Tip-off is at 7:10 p.m.
Angelo may be reached at
webmaster@su-spectator.com
Matthew Brady | The Spectator
Matthew Brady | The Spectator
Left, Coach Dollar offers advice to Chris Gweth during Tuesday's
game. Above, Cervante Burrell is blocked by a Husky player.
sports
Swim team defeats Simon Fraser in last home meet
Katy McCourt-Basham
Staff Writer
Cheers filled the Connolly Center pool
area Saturday as the Seattle U swim team
congratulated outgoing seniors before their
victorious meet against rival Simon Fraser
University. For five students, this home meet
would be the last of their college career.
"It's a little sad," said senior Bryson Chiu.
"But all ofour sights have been set on [the
upcoming] conference."
Simon Fraser took a quick lead, win-
ning both the men's and women's heats
of the 400-yard medley relay and the
1,650-yard freestyle.
Things quickly picked up for Seattle U
with a solid win by senior Liz Hanohano
in the women's 200-yard freestyle with a
time of 1:54.62.
Sophomore Alexis Morehouse also had
some impressive victories, placing first in
the women's 400-yard individual medley
posting a 4:40.65 and winning the 200-
yard breaststroke by more than ten seconds
with a 2:24.05.
The men's team started with a bit of a
deficit, but sophomore Jordan Anderson
pulled off the team's first win of the day with
a 20.72 in the men's 50-yard freestyle.
The men's team's other victories include
freshman Joe Wertz's win in the 400-yard
individual medley with a time of 4:11.92
and his .02-second win in the 200-yard
backstroke with a 1:54.77.
Both the men's and women's teams had
a strong meet overall, with each team win-
ning six of their eleven respective races —
the men's team 120-85, and the women's
119-82.
This meet was the fourth meet for the
women's team in one week.
"We did really well," Hanohano said.
"Four meets in a week and we still charged
it today."
The meet was almost four hours long—
much longer than 22 races would usually
take. The length of the meet was mostly
due to Seattle U having only one open
pool. Since there was no second pool where
swimmers could warm up, there were 5
to 10-minute breaks scheduled between
each event.
"It's an unfortunate situation," said
head coach Craig Mallery. "One pool
means longer days and more work for ev-
eryone, but athletes have been rising to
the challenge."
The women's team has one more
meet this season against the University
of Nevada Jan. 30. In February both
teams will be travelling to Long Beach,
Calif, for the Pacific Collegiate Swim
Conference Championships.
Katy may be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.comMaryK. Bryant-Likens | The Spectator
Briley Boggs swims her leg of the women's 400-yard medley relay in a meet against Simon Fraser University Saturday.
su-spectator.com/sports




Lady Redhawks win first game of 2010
Taylor Olson
Sports Editor
The Seattle University (4-18) women's
basketball team snapped an eight-game losing
streakThursday when they defeatedLongwood
University 60-51.
In their second home game in a six-game
span during the month of January, the lady
Redhawks garnered their first win pf the
new year.
Fourteen seconds into the game, forward
Maggie McCarthy scored two points, putting
Seattle U on the board first. Senior Forward
Ashley Brown followed up with back-to-back
three pointers. Longwood (4-16) was unable
to score for the first minute-and-a-half of
the game.
Brown then dropped in another three-
pointer, and Seatde U took an early 11-2lead.
Seattle U did not give up their lead for the
entire game.
The lady Redhawks came into the second
half leading 38-23. Afteran 8-0 run, Longwood
reduced Seattle Us lead until guard Cassidy
Murillo scored a three-pointer at 15:16. From
there, Brown added a two-point jumper and
forward Samantha Messersmith made two
consecutive threes. The lady Redhawks in-
creased their lead to 49-35.
Longwood then made consecutive scores to
bring Seattle Us lead down to 49-42, making
it the closest the score had been since early in
the game.
But the lady Redhawks were able to hang
on to their lead and earned their fourth win
of the season.
Three Seattle U players scored points in the
double digits. Brown, who leads the team in
scoring this season, scored 22 points, just two
points away from tying her career high. Those
22 points included four three-pointers. She
also had seven rebounds.
JuniorTatiana Heck was second, bringing
in 12 points for the lady Redhawks and she
also had seven rebounds. Murillo led the team
in rebounds with eight and scored 10 points
for Seattle U.
BRIEFS
Seattle U dance team to host clinic
The Seattle University Dance Team will
host a Collegiate Dance Team Clinic and
Halftime Performance for young dancers
Feb. 27, 2010.
The clinic will take place from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at KeyArena at Seattle Center. In addi-
tion to technique instruction, the team will
also provide a seminar on how to prepare for
a college dance team tryout.
Participants will learn a halftime routine
and sideline movements. They will end the
day with a question and answer session with
the Seattle U Dance Team.
Clinic participants will have the oppor-
tunity to join the Seatde U Dance Team in
a halftime performance at that night's men's
basketball game against California State
University—Bakersfield. Each camper will
receive a clinic T-shirt and two tickets to
the game.
Registration for the clinic is $50 per stu-
dent and teams ofeight or more dancers re-
ceive a 10 percent discount off the fee for
each person.
For more information contact Hayley
Quinn, head dance team coach, at 206-948-
5116 or quinna@seattleu.edu.
PCSC Preseason Coaches Poll pre-
dicts second place finish for
softball team
With the softball team's first season as a
member ofa Division I conference less than a
month away, the season is off to a good start,
Brown said the team was able to come to-
gether for a win because the players had good
flow with one another and were unselfish on
the court.
"It was so much fun out there tonight,"
Brown said. "It was probably the most fun
game I've ever had."
With the team spending much oftheir sea-
son on theroad, Brown said that while travel-
ing is draining on the team, it makes being
home much better.
Heck said she hopes the team will be able
to carry forward the intensity they brought to
the court against Longwood.
after a preseason poll voted Seattle University
to finish second place in their division.
The Softball team will kick off their
season as a member of the Pacific Coast
Softball Conference (PCSC) Mountain
Division Feb. 12 at the Red Desert Classic.
The team will take on the University of
Northern Colorado.
The PCSC Preseason Coaches Poll ranked
Seattle U as second in the Mountain Division
with 50 total votes. First place went to de-
fending PCSC champion Portland State
University. Portland State received 72 votes
with 12first-place votes.
After Seattle U, Northern Colorado re-
ceived 41 votes, Utah Valley University re-
ceived 37, Idaho State University received
34 and Weber State University received
18 votes.
Last season, the Redhawks competed
as an independent university and finished
with an overall record of 18-20. Eleven let-
terwinners and five starters are returning for
this season.
Women's swim team splits four
meets in one week
The Seattle University women's swim
team had a week full of competition with
four meets in seven days. The team started
their stretch with a 70-191 loss at home to
Washington State University Jan. 16.
Kevlyn Richards had the only Seattle U
victory of the day when she defeated team-
mate Alexis Morehouse in the 100-yard
breaststroke by .11 seconds with a time of
"We've made losing a habit," Heck said.
"But now that we've figured out how to win,
we'll be able to carry that forward."
The lady Redhawks are back on the road
for their next two games. Seatde U will take
on CaliforniaState University-Fullerton Jan.
27 and Eastern Washington University Feb. 3.
The team will return home for a rematch with
South Dakota Feb. 6. The teams met earlier
this month, and South Dakota defeated Seattle
U 67-53.
Taylor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
1:06.57. Richards placed second in the 200-
yard breaststroke with a time of 2:27.52.
Elizabeth Hanohano had three second-place
finishes: the 200-yard freestyle with a 1:55.92,
the 100-yard freestyle with a time of 53.12
and in the 100-yardbutterfly widi a 59.13.
Four Connolly Center Pool records fell,
all to Washington State swimmers. WSU re-
lays set new records in the 200-yard medley
relay and 400-yard freestyle relay with times
of 1:46.97 and 3:31.45, respectively. The
pool records were also lowered to in the 100-
yard backstroke (57.89) and in the 200-yard
butterfly (2:04.13).
The lady Redhawks defeated the University
ofAlaska Jan. 20 at home 130-74. Seattle U
had the top three finishes in the 100-yard
butterfly and the 200-yard freestyle. The
200-yard freestyle relay of HannaBasler, Tina
Nguyen, Kelsey Henan and Hanohano easily
won their event by almost six seconds with a
time of 1:40.4.
Taking onOregon State University on the
road, Seattle U suffered another loss with a fi-
nal score of98-163 Jan. 22. Hanohano nearly
won two of her events; she was just .28-sec-
onds from first place in the 200-yard freestyle
with a time of 1:56.94 and came even closer
in the 100-yard freestyle. She posted a time
of53.31, just .09-seconds offof the first-place
finisher. Hanohano helped lead the 400-yard
freestyle relay to victory along with Basler,
Henan and Hayley Cobb.
The men's team joined thewomen at home
at the Connolly Center for their final home
meet of the season Jan. 23. Both teams de-
feated Simon Fraser.
ClaraGaney | The Spectator






ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Staff Writer
Growing up in Eugene, Ore.—a town
that greatly supported track events—its
no surprise thatTy Jaros fell in love with
track. Jaros, sophomore biology pre-med-
icine major, has been officiallycompeting
since he was in the sixth grade, and hasn't
been able to give it up since.
"I like how it's an individual as well as
a team sport," Jaros said.
This is Jaros' second year compet-
ing with Seattle University, and he's
already topped his highest triple jump
of 42'7" from last season to 44'2.5"
this season, also breaking the school
record. For his performance over the
weekend of Jan. 16, Jaros was selected
as Featured Student-Athlete ofthe Week
by GoSeatdeU.com.
Jaros not only excels in jumps but
also excels in the classroom. He holds
the highest GPA out ofall the Featured
Student-Athletes with a 3.985. He is
also a participant of the Core Honors
program and has been on the programs
advisory board for two years. He has no
problem balancing school, jumping and
his social life.
"[Track] is the cement to my life.
School comes first, it always has [...]
but track balances my schedule," Jaros
said. "It gives it some structure because
it's something I have to do after class,
and its a stress relief, then I can go home
and do my homework, then spend time
with friends."
Trisha Steidl, head track and field
coach, thinks very highly of Jaros' per-
formance in the classroom and on
the field.
"He works really hard," Steidl said.
"He brings a positive attitude and really
supports the team. He's a hard worker in
the classroom and at practice and man-
ages his time really well."
With only one meet under the team's
belt, both Steidl and Jaros have high
hopes for the rest of the season. Both
place qualifying for conference compe-
tition at the top of their goals and be-
lieve it's more than possible for the team
to excel.
"We'resetting ourselves upreally well
for a great season," Jaros said. "I think
we're definitely going to do great things
this year."
Kat may be reached at
acatlett@su-spectator.com
Courtesy of Go SeattleU.com





It took almost eight months of deliberation to determine
something Seattle University should have already known:
It has a good independent bookstore.
When university administrators announced they were
considering outsourcing the bookstore spring quarter of
2009, the initial statements were practically already mak-
ing way for a Follett or Barnes & Noble to be on campus
by fall quarter 2009.
Among the reasons for examining an outsourced book-
store were improved customer service, affordable prices and
the all-important cost-effective business model.
But according to a report by Campus Bookstore
Consulting, Seattle University's Bookstore delivers well
in all of those areas.
Students have a moderate to high level of satisfaction
with the store; it has a comprehensive used selection that
is above the industry average and reduces cost to students;
and besides bringing in more than $500,000 a year for the
university, it also contributes $400,000 through scholar-
ships, discounts and donations.
It took a rather cost-ineffective process involving a paid
consultant and employees' time to realize what bookstore
manager Bob Spencer had been trying to show the uni-
versity right from the beginning.
Wasted money aside, the focus on the bottom line does
not fit with Seattle University's values and mission.
Those values did come out of the uproar against out-
sourcing though. The response from concerned students
and faculty turned what could have been a steamrolled
decision to outsource into a dialogue. It's not all the time
that we Seattle U students come together about a potential
change in university policy.
But the bookstore discussion should not stop here; there
is still room for improvement.
Spencer told The Spectator yesterday the bookstore
should show visible improvements in the next year, includ-
ing the possibility for a Nike concept store. Here, too, is an
opportunity for dialogue this community should not pass
up, as Nike products have been banned from university
purchase because of the company's labor practices.
Thanks to community engagement, Seattle University




The Spectator applauds Gov. Chris Gregoire for reinstat-
ing state need grants for college students.
But the temporary suspension of the state work study
program will only serve the state in the short term. In
helping to close the budget gap, this new budget policy
puts the future of the state at risk.
Gregoire's latest budget is going to make Washington
financial recovery even more difficult as more students
will be paying back increased amounts of debt instead of
paying into the economy after graduation.
And for those students who cannot find loans or take on
greater debt, students may have to drop out of school into
an already lackluster job market with little to offer them.
Even low-paying blue collar jobs are now a rarity.
With fewer highly educated individuals in the state,
fewer new jobs will be created through innovation. Though
the work study funds will only be suspended for a year,
the consequences of this decision will be felt for much
longer than that.
For Seattle University, this budget will translate into $1.4
million lost in state work study funds, money that many
students depend on to pay increasing tuition costs.
This means even greater student reliance on financial aid.
This puts a greater strain on those offices and eventually
increasing the need for work study in the future.
The fact the cut is temporary doesn't matter. Cutbacks
are understandable, but a 100 percent reduction in support
of state work study is too much.
Gov. Gregoire could certainly find other areas to cut in
order to compensate for this year's difficult budget. It is
commendable that she made budget cuts to her own office,
but state work study should at least exist.
Concerned students, check your tuition bill for next
quarter. Then contact your local legislator, write letters to
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For all the hype, the 'renewed rivalry'





We can only hope.
Opinion Editor
It's not quite what I'd call a cross-town
rivalry yet.
Last year, in a game dubbed "Renewing the
Rivalry," a game that UW only played to fill an
empty spot in their schedule, ended in an 87-60
Redhawk loss.
This year was supposed to be different.
Going into the game, several sources speculated
that Seatde U might have afew advantages over the
Huskies; Charles Garciaand Cameron Dollar.
Garciahad signed with the Huskies but didnot
meet the school's transfer requirements. Though
Seatde U is not eligible to win statistical awards,
Garcia would be 20th in scoring; he averages 20.7
points per game.
UW's sophomore guard Isaiah Thomas told
The Daily of Garcia, "He would have been great.
He's a good player. He would have made it a lot
easier for me, Quincy, anyone on this team. When
I first saw him play, I was like, 'Man.' That's all
you can say."
And Dollar not only knows the ins and outs of
Lorenzo Romar's coaching style (Dollar coached
under Romar for 10 years prior to being hired as
Seattle Us head coach), he knows die ins and outs
of each player on UWs roster. He helped recruit
all of diem.
Tweets were flying left and right with pre-
dictions about the outcome of "The Battle
in Seatde."
UW came charging out, taking an 18-0
lead. It took Seattle U more than five minutes
to get on the board. Seattle U trailed 61-20 at
halftime. In the final minutes of the game, only
four Redhawks were seen on the court because the
rest hadfouled out. And it all came to a depressing
123-76 end.
This 47-point win was the largest margin of
victory among all 25 games played between the
two schools. The series began in 1953 but took
a 29-year hiatus until 2009's "Renewing the
Rivalry" game.
Maybe next year's match-up at KeyArena will
end differently? We can only hope.
Perhaps a little less pre-game hype will do the
trick. But with next year's game being the first
match-up between the schools at KeyArena in
more than 30 years, less hype is probably out of
die question.
Taylor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
Expensive 3-D tickets taint Avatar's' record
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
You may have heard: James
Cameron's recent sci-fi blockbuster
"Avatar" is making a whole lot of
money. On Tuesday, however, the
film etched a new name for itself
by surpassing his previous maritime
epic "Titanic" to claim the spot of
highest grossing movie of all time
worldwide.
Avatar has spent six weeks at
the top of the box-office charts,
raking in piles of cash to the tune
of$ 1.85 billion, justpulling ahead
of "Titanic's" $1.84 billion. While
the official title ofhighest gross no
doubt belongs to "Avatar," it just
got there in a sneaky way.
The fdm is best experienced
in 3-D. Cameron put such an
emphasis on the 3-D parts of the
film'and pushed the experience so
much that it would be silly not to
go see the 3-D version. But with
this technology comes an increased
price. Most theaters charge a pre-
mium for 3-D viewings, up to $5
more than the normal ticket. This
$5 on top of the already inflated
ticket prices since the '90s mean
that a 3-D film made today will




ing king, it's very
obvious that films
like "Titanic," "Star










up 'so rapidly in
the last year, it's no
surprise that two of the top three
films on the list came out in the
last two years.
It pretty much comes down to
respecting the slow-burner over
the flashy newcomer. Just because
"Avatar" made the most, doesn't
necessarily make it the best.
Focusing on the top-grossing film
doesn't let you know which films
captivated audiences and sold the
most tickets. Just because it's in
3-D doesn't mean it's cooler.
Angelo may be reached at
webmaster@su-spectator.com
Press photo
ASSU talks Bon App, RedZone, Haiti
GUEST COLUMN
When people first hear ofASSU the ques-
tion most often asked is, "What does ASSU
even do?" This is a valid question, and I think
the students of Seattle University deserve to
know what their student government actually
does for them.
Before going into detail about some of the
issues the students in ASSU have taken up, I
should preface it by explaining what ASSU's
role on campus is. Our job at ASSU is student
advocacy, which is an often elusive job. Many
people do not understand what we do because
there is no big culminating event that shows
our effort, so it is difficult for students to see
all we do on students' behalf.
Hopefully this will give students some clar-
ity as to what we do: ASSU's mission is to be
the official voice and advocate for students.
ASSU communicates with students regard-
ing their collective and constituent interests,
promotes opportunities for student leadership
and involvement, assists in the development
ofa cohesive undergraduate community, and
provides the undergraduate community with
political and financial support.
In order to fulfill our mission we have four
executives and 13 representatives that work
very hard to ensure that the best possible
decisions are being made for students. The
following are some of the issues that ASSU
has been working on this quarter: promot-
ing Global Outreach, getting student repre-
sentation on university and Board of Trustee
committees, creating a Student Veteran's me-
morial, ensuring and facilitating university
wide budget transparency, increase Public
Safety staff, increasing the number of print
stations on campus, improving transfer stu-
dent orientation and developing a Medical
Amnesty Program.
More recently ASSU has been working
closely with Bon Appetit in order to identify
and fully inform students about the reasons
behind the new meal plan policy and ensure all
student concerns and complaints are heard.
ASSU is also the host organization of the
popular group RedZone, which along with the
help of Athletics and ASSU, just purchased
a giant inflatable Rudy to promote campus
spirit and game days at the university, as well
as to foster a sense ofcommunity on campus
and create a symbol thatall students can iden-
tify and connect with.
ASSU is also a large supporter of other
student activities on campus. In light of the
recent tragedy in Haiti, ASSU will be promot-
ing and help organize a benefit concert that
will be held in Campion Ballroom on March
5. Players from the Sounders and several lo-
cal bands will be coming to the concert to
raise funds for relief. ASSU is supporting the
students who are doing a wonderful job at
organizing this concert.
If you are one of the people who wonder
what it is that ASSU does, the best way to
find an answer is to justask anyone in ASSU.
Feel free to contact us via our BeHeard e-mail,
facebook or on campus note boxes. Our big-
gest hope is that your voice as a student will
be heard.
Jesse David, ASSU President
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
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The story "Child care services
offered, parents underwhelmed"
by Alex LaCasse published in the
Jan. 13,2010 issue ofTheSpectator
failed to meet thestandards offair-
ness its staffstrives to meet.
Primarily, not all parties in-
volved in the story were contacted
to be interviewed. Instead, a uni-
versity official was quoted speaking
at a meeting, but it was not made
clear that an interview was not con-
ducted. Spectator editors failed to
make that distinction.
Other phrases and words
pointed to a strong bias suggesting
Seattle University should provide
on-campus child care.
We regret the errors, and wel-
come feedback on stories. E-mail
editor@su-spectator.com if you





Matthew Brady | The Spectator
Taylor Olson drives the line against the University of Washington
Olson scored eight points for the Redhawks.
Charles Garcia, wearing Elgin Baylor's number looks up for the block in Tuesday's game against University of Washington at The Bank of
America Arena. The Redhawks lost to the Huskies 123-76. The team wore throwback jerseys for the game.
Right, Chris Gweth has possession during the game. Gweth along with Alex Jones, Mike Boxley, Aaron Broussard, Peter Harris and





Jan. 22, 9:50 p.m.
Public Safety called Mainte-
nance to change the locks on a
student's apartment after it was
reported that she lost the keys
somewhere off campus.
Alcohol
Jan. 22, 9:50 p.m.
Public Safety contacted three
students with open containers
on the Murphy roadway. Hous-
ing & Residence Life was noti-
fied and Public Safety found a
bottle of hard liquor in their room.




Public Safety found three under-
age students intoxicated in Bel-
larmine. Housing & Residence life
was notifiedand the incident was
forwarded to conduct.
Alcohol
Jan. 23, 12:40 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing & Res-
idenceLife found five students
playing beer drinking games in
Chardin. Hard alcohol was dis-
posed of and the incident was
forwarded to conduct.
Suspicious Behavior
Jan. 23, 8 p.m.
Public Safety received a report
of a male acting erratically in the
Student Center restroom. When
Public Safety approached him, he
fled from the building. No further
concerns werefound in or around
the building.
Malicious Mischief
Jan. 23, 8:30 p.m.
Public Safety spotted two males
forcing a malfunction door open
on the South Side of Bellarmine.
Public Safety notified Facilities
electricians who repaired the
door-latching mechanism. Public
Safety searchedthe area and the
males were not found.
Medical Assist
Jan. 24, 11:45 p.m.
Public Safety found a student
sitting on the Bellarmine center
stairway with a twisted ankle.
Public safety notified Housing &
Residence life and transported
the student to a local hospital.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
su-spectator.com/multimedia
Mad Rad return after Neumos ban Women's hoops beats Longwood
